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Plan Heal Smart Health Assessment Platform Now Available in the Microsoft Azure
Marketplace

Microsoft Azure customers worldwide now gain access to Plan Heal Smart Health Assessment platform to
take advantage of the scalability, reliability, and agility of Azure to drive application development and
shape business strategies.

CHICAGO - Dec. 6, 2023 - PRLog -- Plan Heal today announced the availability of the Smart Health
Assessment platform in the Microsoft Azure Marketplace, an online store providing applications and
services for use on Microsoft Azure. Plan Heal customers can now take advantage of the scalability, high
availability, and security of Azure, with streamlined deployment and management.

Plan Heal is a digital health company that's on a mission to use the power of AI to help populations live
safer, healthier, and more productive lives. Plan Heal Smart Health Assessment is an on-demand health
monitoring platform that enables secure real-time patient health education and status reporting through the
power of Microsoft Azure, Azure AI, and Azure Health Bot. The platform helps care teams access real-time
quality patient health data that's actionable using Microsoft Azure Machine Learning, Azure Analytics
Services, Azure SQL, Azure Data Services, and Power BI– all helping teams to make the right patient care
decisions at the right time.

Integrating the Plan Heal Smart Health Assessment platform API capabilities into existing patient care
workflows delivers value throughout the patient's healthcare journey pre- and post-diagnosis. Healthcare
organizations that partner with Plan Heal can expect to increase patient access to meaningful use tools;
receive data services that support existing EHR systems; access real-time predictive risk modeling for
earlier detection of disease; and gain ongoing post-treatment monitoring capabilities to decrease
post-treatment readmissions.

"Right now, in the US alone, more than 167M people have a disease but do not know it," said Tammy
McMiller, Founder and CEO, Plan Heal. "We built the Plan Heal platform to empower care providers with
digital capabilities to better manage consumer care at scale. Integrating the Smart Health Assessment's APIs
into existing workflows delivers real-time data capture and analysis to increase care teams' access to more
personalized and holistic patient health insights that are unique to each individual consumer's health to
enable clear and actionable decision support. The Plan Heal Smart Health Assessment platform supports
health equity and population health programs for general consumer populations and vulnerable populations
using easy-to-access consumer applications that can be securely accessed using any consumer mobile
device, laptop, or desktop."

Jake Zborowski, General Manager, Microsoft Azure Platform at Microsoft Corp. said, "We're pleased to
welcome the Plan Heal Smart Health Assessment platform to the Microsoft Azure Marketplace, which
gives our partners great exposure to cloud customers around the globe. Azure Marketplace offers
world-class quality experiences from global trusted partners with solutions tested to work seamlessly with
Azure."

The Azure Marketplace is an online market for buying and selling cloud solutions certified to run on Azure.
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The Azure Marketplace helps connect companies seeking innovative, cloud-based solutions with partners
who have developed solutions that are ready to use.

Learn more about the Plan Heal Smart Health Assessment platform at its page in the Microsoft Azure
Marketplace.

About Plan Heal

Plan Heal delivers on-demand AI solutions to healthcare organizations to help care teams make the right
patient care decisions at the right time using real-time quality health data. For ongoing company updates
visit https://planheal.com.

For more information, press only:

Plan Heal Public Relations at healthadvocates@planheal.com
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